RACE for 2030 Opportunity Assessment
Theme B5: On-site anaerobic digestion for generating power and displacing natural gas / diesel

Inception Meeting
hosted by A2EP
Thursday 26th August 2021
15:30 to 17:00 AEDT

Welcome and Introductions
Jarrod Leak
Chief Executive Officer
jarrod.leak@a2ep.org.au

We would like to acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of country throughout Australia and their
connections to land, sea and community. We pay our respect to their Elders past, present and emerging.

Housekeeping
Housekeeping
- This meeting is being recorded. If you do not wish to be recorded, you are welcome to
leave your camera turned off.
- Your participation is entirely voluntary, and we will seek your consent to participate at
the start this meeting. You are free to withdraw from participating at any time prior to
report publication without providing a reason. With your consent, we will list
participant organisations in reports, without attributing specific statements to
members. Please see the link in the Chat for the Consent Form in Google Forms.
- This format will keep attendees on mute, so please use the Chat as well as the Q&A.
- We will be asking questions using Slido, they’re not mandatory but will greatly help
inform our research. Go to https://www.sli.do/ and enter code #203385

Agenda
Item

Time

Lead

Open & Welcome

3.30pm – 3.45pm

Jarrod Leak – A2EP

Bioenergy Roadmap

3.45pm – 4.00pm

Alex Grant – ARENA

Biomethane ERF Method

4.00pm – 4.10pm

Jet Shoon Chong – Clean Energy Regulator

Opportunity Assessment

4.10 – 4.25pm

Prasad Kaparaju – Griffith University

Focus Group Overview

4.25pm – 4.35pm

Jarrod Leak – A2EP

Feedback Session

4.35pm – 4.55pm

Jarrod Leak – A2EP

Closing

4:55 to 5:00

Jarrod Leak – A2EP

RACE & A2EP overview

Study overview and study team

RACE for Business
Presentation to B5 Opportunity Assessment
Inception Meeting

Introductions and Industry Partners
Water Utility

Industry Association

Local
Government

State Government

Federal Government

User /
Producer

Investment
Technology

Consultant

Developer

Who's here with us today? Type in your organisation!

What industry are you in?

What role are you in?

Where are you joining us from?

What is your interest in joining today? (5 words or less)

The Core Team
Associate Professor Prasad Kaparaju, Griffith University
(Project Leader)
A leading international researcher in anaerobic digestion,
environmental biotechnology and bioprocess engineering.
A/Prof. Kaparaju is an active member of Bioenergy Australia
and Member of Taskforce on Waste Management, Circular
Economy and Biogas in Australia.

Jarrod Leak, CEO, Australian Alliance for Energy Productivity (A2EP)
Before A2EP, Jarrod was Managing Director and Cluster President for
Swedish engineering company, Alfa Laval’s Oceania and south east
Asian operations. He has extensive experience with municipal
wastewater treatment, agriculture and food processing, and
cogeneration systems.

Professor Long Nghiem, University of Technology, Sydney
Prof. Nghiem is an international leader in energy and
resource recovery from waste and wastewater. His research
to recover energy and nutrients from wastewater and organic
waste has been impactful to bioenergy management and
industry practice in Australia and overseas.

Dr Rebecca Cunningham, UTS-ISF, Sydney
Dr Rebecca Cunningham is a social scientist with research interest and
expertise in climate change adaptation, data analytics and visualisation,
natural resource governance, the science/policy/community nexus,
science communication including the use social network analysis

Assoc. Prof. Andrea Trianni, University of Technology
A mechanical and industrial engineer internationally
recognised as leader in industrial energy efficiency, A/Prof.
Andrea Trianni has more than 100 publications with particular
emphasis on the barriers to and drivers for the adoption of
more sustainable solutions by industry.
Dr Rowena Cantley-Smith, University of Technology
(Project Manager)
A Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of Law and practicing lawyer
with more than 20 years’ experience in the Australian and
European energy sectors and expertise encompassing
energy policy, law, and regulation, climate change law, legal
rights and consumer protections.

A/Prof Brent Jacobs, UTS-ISF, Sydney
A/Prof Brent Jacobs is a Research Director in the UTS-Institute for
Sustainable Futures working in climate change adaptation, landscapes
and ecosystems, and food systems. He has a background in agricultural
science and a decade of experience in the natural resource sector in
NSW Govt.

Bioenergy Roadmap
Alex Grant, Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA)
Associate Director | Business Development & Transactions

Contact: knowledge@arena.gov.au

ERF Biomethane method development
Jet Shoon Chong, Clean Energy Regulator (CER)
Assistant Manager | Emissions Avoidance Methods

Contact: methoddevelopment@cer.gov.au

Introduction to RACE for 2030 & A2EP
B5 Opportunity Assessment Overview
Anaerobic Digestion for Electricity, Transport and Gas

Biogas scenario and its potential in Australia
• Australian Biogas industry is growing
• 242 biogas facilities with 1332 GWh/year electricity
generation in 2018-19
• 0.5% of national electricity

AUSTRALIAN ORGANIC WASTE
Agril wastes

Livestock manure

Agro-industry wastes

Food processing waste

Food waste

Garden waste
12%

• 122 landfills
• 50% of them utilise biogas for power generation
• Huge potential especially from agriculture, agro-industries
and household
• 60 million tpa TS

2%
1%
6%

5%

74%

Assoc. Prof. Prasad Kaparaju

Overview
Systems approach

Technology Review

Market Potential
Roadmap

Market Status
Review

Social license

Barriers Discussion
Paper

Industry Reference Group
and Workshops
Assoc. Prof. Prasad Kaparaju

Outreach & engagement plan
• Industry Reference Group, limited to approx. 10 people to join 4
x 1.5 hours meetings to review and give feedback on the 4 main
deliverables
• Focus groups x 2 – approx. 8-10 people to gain deeper insight
in to issues. Meat processing + ??
• Barriers and opportunities workshops – approx. 30-40 people to
join breakout groups
• Roadmap review workshop open for all

Discussion
- Market Status Report
- Technology Review

Which of the followings is the most important driver for the Australian
biogas sector in 2030 (you can select multiple answers)?

In 2030, more than 25% of the biogas output in Australia will be used for
which of the following applications (you can select multiple answers)?

What is currently the most significant constraint on the Australian biogas
sector? Please briefly describe this constraint in one or a few sentences.

What kind of organic waste should be considered as feedstock or cosubstrate for anaerobic digestion?

What are the most significant challenges for final users in capturing
value from AD adoption in Australia?

Where do you see the largest business opportunities (not just in terms of
MW installed, but also considering services)?

What are the main roadblocks along the way hampering a
widespread deployment of AD?

What are the most innovative and interesting business models you came across (e.g.
also considering experiences and case studies from Europe or US) that would have the
greatest potential in terms of success for the diffusion of AD?

What do you see as most disruptive change in the regulatory framework
that would drive a substantial boost in the uptake/diffusion of AD
technologies and develop its market?

What is the general public perception/knowledge of ‘niche’ (compared to
solar PV/wind) renewables?

Who are the key stakeholders in implementing a
biogas project?

Where is the greatest need for innovation in biogas –
technology, markets, society?

We will hold a focus group on meat processing. What
other area / sector should have it's own focus group?

Closing

Chat
A2EP: Hi Everybody, Katy from A2EP. Welcome to the RACE
for 2030: Anaerobic Digestion for Electricity, Transport and
Gas – B5: Opportunity Assessment. We would like to
acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of country
throughout Australia and their connections to land, sea and
community. We pay our respect to their Elders past and
present. If you would like to acknowledge the people or
nation from where you are, please do so in the Chat. If you
would like to ask our hosts and panelists a questions, please
use the Q&A.
Steve Reddington: Wadawurrung
Danielle Francis: Cameraygal lands
Rod Boyd: Drarug
Long D. Nghiem: Gadigal
Kym Cherry: Kaurna
Jet Shoon Chong: Ngunnawal Country
Kirsty Cooper: Hi Everyone, I am Kirsty Cooper from
Australian Pork and I am on Cameraygal land today.

cont.
Andrea Trianni: Gadigal
Dylan Gower: Acknowledging Wiradjuri Nation - land of the
three rivers
A2EP: Please follow this link to our Consent Form:
https://forms.gle/Ty6iHnvHmyiu5FfHA
A2EP: Go to: https://www.sli.do/ and enter #203 385
A2EP: Thank you all – please remember to follow this to our
Consent Form: https://forms.gle/Ty6iHnvHmyiu5FfHA
Rod Boyd: Thanks RACE. Great webinar.
Steve Reddington: Thanks all for a great session!
Greg Appleby: Great session. Thanks Jarrod and other
presenters.
Rowena Cantley-Smith: Thank you to all who have so
generously contributed time and input today!

Q&A
Q. What will be the process to take part in the initiative if a university is not part of the current core team or CRC?
A. For this specific project, best to contact the project team to see if there is an opportunity to contribute. For other
projects, you can contribute your time and expertise as in-kind as part of a project team that includes RACE
members, but we cannot fund your time unless you are a member of RACE for 2030.
Q. Thanks David for your reply. Is there a chance to join in as a member of RACE for 2030 at this stage?
A. Yes, of course! Email me (david.roche@racefor2030.com.au) and I'll put you in touch with our partner manager.
Q. Is there a good reference document summarising / detailing the issues / limitations for employing biogas in
existing gas networks?
A. The current literature is fragmented. You won't find these answers in a single reference. Our report at the end of
the project will hopefully be a one stop shop for all of these questions.
Q. Do you have any sense as to when the regulations for biomethane gas grid injection will be sorted out by?
A. No personal insights, but the timeline and developments are updated here:
https://www.energy.gov.au/government-priorities/energy-ministers/priorities/gas/gas-regulatory-frameworkhydrogen-renewable-gases

Q&A
Q. Is there a waste method developed for agriculture biomass or green waste from horticulture industry?
A. At present there isn't a specific method for agricultural biomass or green waste. There is a potential for some of
these wastes to be included in the Animal Effluent Management 2019 method, but the wastes must have been
disposed in an anaerobic pond before the project. A key question would be what emissions are occurring from these
wastes at the moment, and what is the scope to avoid or reduce emissions by treatment of these wastes an
alternative way.
An annual ERF method prioritisation process is run by the Dept. Industry, Energy, Science and Resources (DISER).
This is the best platform to provide submissions for future method development. The ag waste R&D work being
undertaken by DISER may also assist in determining whether there is scope for a viable method for these waste
types.
Q. Thanks for the info Jet, would in-vessel composting be included under any of these methods?
A. Hi, there are some methods that permit composting as a waste treatment activity. Eligibility will depend on the
specifics of a project. If you have a potential project idea and would like to know more about whether it would fit
under an ERF method, I encourage you to review the guidance on our website
(http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/ERF/Pages/default.aspx). You may also wish to reach out to our ERF Waste
& Energy section, who are responsible for administering projects in this space
(email: CER-ERFWasteandEnergy@cleanenergyregulator.gov.au).

Q&A
Q. Jet - could a project displacing natural gas usage and currently registered under the IEFE method, but not yet
implemented, be transferred to the new biomethane method?
A. Hi, thanks for the question. Without knowing details about the project circumstance, I'm unfortunately not able
to provide a definite reply. I'd suggest reaching out to our ERF Waste & Energy assessment team to discuss, as they
are the team responsible for administering projects (email: CER-ERFWasteandEnergy@cleanenergyregulator.gov.au).
Thanks, Jet.
Q. Hydrogen has taken over the renewable gas narrative in Australia. The average user of natural gas does not
understand that renewable gas is available to purchase now.
A. Thanks for your comment. The purpose of this Opportunity Assessment will be to highlight the low-hanging fruit
in the short term too!
Q. Challenge is for smaller producers who might not be close to a grid - how is that going to be managed?
A. Something we hope to address in this work - exploring different business models, including collaborative models.
Q. Will the CRC for RACE be leaning on the extensive (but spread out) research done by different industry bodies
and the federal government on the opportunities and barriers for biomethane use in Australia?
A. We would expect this OA to engage with existing literature, summarising findings and identifying opportunities,
particularly for further research.

Q&A
Q. Will meat processing include intensive farming?
A. Some overlap for example intensive farming will have a certain rate of casualty meaning processing dead animals.
Otherwise, these are two separated sectors.
Q. How do I get in touch re the meat processing focus group?
A. Please contact via email (a2ep@a2ep.org.au)

